BIC AND IPROVA LAUNCH INVENTION LAB
Lab Uses Global Market, Social and Technological Advances to Help Create the Next
Generation of BIC Products
BIC, a world leader in stationery, lighters, and shavers, is partnering with technology
company Iprova to launch the BIC-Iprova Invention Lab to enhance BIC’s Innovation and
Research & Development (R&D) capability. Using Iprova’s machine learning-based, datadriven approach to invention, the Lab will help BIC anticipate and answer rapidly
changing consumer needs with unexpected inventions that will benefit consumers. BIC is
the first company to build an in-house data-driven invention lab using Iprova’s
technology.
The launch of the Lab follows two successful pilot projects which focused on enhancing
consumer benefits in BIC’s stationery and shaver product categories. The two companies
began working together in January 2019. The first priority for the lab is in the stationery
category, helping to create products that allow consumers to better express themselves
and make their lives simpler.
“At BIC we recognize the need to stay ahead of everchanging consumer demands. The
new Invention Lab with Iprova will help us reimagine how we create products that enable
consumers to better express themselves and make their lives simpler,” said Thomas
Brette, Group Insights and Innovation Officer at BIC. “Iprova has demonstrated that their
technology will enhance BIC’s approach to inventing products that solve the needs of our
consumers. That’s why we decided to bring their technology in-house, strengthening
BIC’s R&D capability and creating a stream of disruptive and diverse inventions.”
Iprova’s technology brings digital transformation to one of the most essential aspects of
R&D, invention. The technology constantly monitors market, social and technological
advances around the globe, identifying new inventive information in a way that augments

and enhances the human ability to create valuable inventions. BIC will then use these
inventions to speed up and enhance its existing product development pipeline.
“It is a privilege to partner with BIC, a company that continues to make products with a
creative elegance and user value which is rarely matched,” said Julian Nolan, CEO at
Iprova. “We look forward to further integrating Iprova’s transformative technology into
the new invention lab and helping to strengthen BIC’s innovation process.”
This partnership is the latest step BIC has taken to continue modernizing its R&D
process. Earlier this year, BIC launched The Next BIC Thing, a platform that integrates
the consumers into the heart of its innovation strategy, helping BIC to better understand
how they use our products so we can invent new ones that are perfectly adapted to their
needs.

